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-The Otter Realm flushes outthe truth

Volume 7 N~· 10

Rents hiked 10 percent
next year to cover the real
costs of campus housing

housing construction, he sajd.
Bonding agencies, which provide loans frn
The $300 across-the-board rent increases next schools to build housing like that that will be
What you've always wanted to know-Where's search to flush out the truth about the restrooms. year, which will add 10 percent to the average needed on the CSUMB campus, want to sec ·
the best toilet on this campus?-will be revealed,
They've provided a heads up for .everyone, cost of housing on the CSUMB campus, will that existing housing is self-sustaining and
more or less, in a special report on page 11 ofthis with a unique system of identifying the best be more in line with the actual costs of provid- · not subsidized from the outside
editJ.on of The Otter Realm.
bowls on the CSUMB campus, and the worst.. ing the housing, university officials have said.
Klingelhoefer said.
Student reporters left no toilet unchecked, no The findings make mighty good bathroom
A general statement from the universit)
Up until now the CSUMB Foundation, a
·
lid unlifi:ed, no roll overlooked in their relentless reading.~
support organization that helps manage administration said the foundation no longe1
some of the business aspects of the school, has the capacity to subsidize campus housin~
has been subsidizing housing and meal costs and meals because additional residence halt
in order to hold the rates down for students, . are needed for the increasing enrollment.
"Philosophically, student housing shoulc
according to Andy Klingelhoefer, director of
Residential Life. The actual rents and meal pay for itself," Klingelhoefer said. ''What i1
charges haven't been covering the full costs of costs to run it should come from the rates,
B Glenn Cravens
8:30am to 5 pm Thursday.
the rents that the students pay. It shouldn't be
Charter says teamwork is key to success at providing them, he said.
But university and foundation officials subsidized, nor should it be providing
CSUMB's Student Voice President John the university.
Charter is ready to serve another term while
"I look at the team as a whole and ,that's have decided that housing and meal prices money for other parts of the campus. It
have to reflect the actual costs in order-to be should be a self-contained process."
another officer, Farah Hussain, believes she is the way I look at Student Voice," he said.
There are other contributing factors, he
ready t~ move up the ranks.
Hussain agrees., and she said her experience self-sustaining, Klingelhoefer said.
Charter and Hussain face off in the elec- will better help guide the students to achiev- . Rents in the residence halls and on-campus said, such as increased utility costs, particuapartments, as well as meal plans required for larly water rates.
tions that take place Wednesday, April 17, ing their goals.
2002, and Thursday. Charter seeks re-elecNews of the rate increases have provoked a
''Above all, I have the ability to make what residence hall residents, will go up for the
tion while Hussain, an Otter Student Union I see in my head happen," she said. "I have next three years in order to get to those self. lot of angry reaction from CSUMB students.
''We need to protest.. . but I doubt it
representative, wants the top elected spot
visio~ in the truest sense of the word, in the sustaining levels, he said.
Charter, a sophomore, has been in school · ability to make a plan come to life."
"The president's (Peter Smith's) mandate a would change anything," said student Ambre
She said one of her accomplishments dur- ·year ago was that we figure out how to make Ploeger. "But we need to try. I was thinking
offices for five years. Before being president,
he was a class and ASB president at Colusa ing her term with OSU was passfng the stu- both housing and dining self-sustaining," possibly a rent strike?- They need to prove
High School, and was last year's Student dent bylaws and helping reopen the Black Klingelhoefer said. ''We presented the presi- why we need an increase."
dent with numbers which scared him,
Student Carolyn Drouin called the · new
Voice Financial Director.,.
Box Cabaret.
With the university's constitution beihg because to do it in one year would have been prices "insane" and asked, "Do they not realHussain was . a Student Voice financial
director for more than a year, a Student rewritten; Charter says he should be . at the some significant rate increases, and he indi- ize they are going to be forcing people to
move off campus?"
cated th~t was not acceptable."
Union chairwoman for more than a year, and helm to continue leading the charge.
Klingelhoefer said he and Kevin Saunders,
Student Stephen Johnson asked: ''Why are
"This is a time where continuity is vital. I
on the fee advisory committee and student
athlete advisory board.
want to take the_responsibility of translating director of Aurliary Enterprises for the foun- we told year after year that an increase is
There are 16 other elections taking place, our vision to action, and carry the team dation, worked out a plan to raise the rates needed to level the budget of Frederick housalth.ough most are uncontested. Students can through as we implement the future," he said. .over a three.:.year period in order to get hous- ing? May I propose that this year we get the
vote at the Student Voice b~ilding, No. 14,
For information on the elections, log on to ing and meals to the break-even point. That real truth as to why it is needed to increase
point assumes renov~tion and debt for n:ew our already too-high rents."~
from 1:30pm to 8pm Wednesday, and from voice.csumb.edu. ~

Two veteran~ seek the top post
in the Student Voice election
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Who are the candidates for other o~ces? Se~ page 3

How does this affect student aid? See page 2
.'
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Students may find help paying additional rent
B Chanelle Raboteau
Money may be short with increased costs or
rents and meal plans, but it may be there if
you look.
Some students on a campus where 60 percent of them receive one form of aid or
another will not receive any help from their
federal and state grants.
But CSUMB is not alone.
"Our campus is hurting just as much as
other campuses," said Lou Reinhart,
Financial Aid Director.
Though most federal and state grants will
not increase money to students; the Federal
Pell Grant increases every year and will provide a little relief to students.
'
The Federal Pell Grant is available to students pursuing their first undergraduate
degree and to students enrolled at CSUMB
in the Teacher Credential Program. Award
amounts range from $400 to $3,750.
Those students wondering if they are
receiving the highest possible financial aid
and loan assistance should make an appointment with the Financial Aid office, located in
Building 47.
Based on parents' income and financial
need, all students are different in the areas of ·
what grants and how much money they can
receive.
To contact Financial 'Aid gll 528.3518, or
email them at Financial_Aid @csumb.edu. ~
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The games of spring
include a real winner
By Glenn Cravens

Similar. to Arizona Diamondback Luis
Gonzalez, "Triple Play 2002" comes through
in the clutch.
Gonzalez delivered the game-winning hit
last November to give the Diamondbacks
their first World Series championship.
The newest baseball video game, available
for the Sony PlayStation2 and Microsoft
Xbox, is a winner all ·around with its smooth
looks and gameplay.
• No room to expand
In most sports video games, the only
II No money for expansion
things that change are the team rosters and
the facilities where the players compete.
Ill High rent
Producer Electronic Arts tampered with all
Ill No housing available
aspects of .the game to make it one better
[a Overcrowded
than its predecessors.
The 30 parks look exactly like they do in
real life, and most of the logos and sponsors
are there. The Coca-Cola sign on the
makeshift bottle at Pacific Bell Park, for example, is in the game. That is a change from last
· year, when ·mock companies or EA's logo
Summary includes these CSU campuses:
Monterey Bay, Humboldt, Los Angeles, were put in place of obvious signs.
The graphics are so good, you can see the
Long Beach, Northridge, Pomona, San
Diego, San Marcos, Sacramento, San calm McCovey Cove waters beyond Pacific
Bell Park in San Francisco. You can also
Francisco, and San Luis Obispo.
watch a Barry Bonds home run soar into the
train.tracks at-Astros Field (was Enron Field).
The movement of the players are similar to
what they do on the field in real life. When a
pitcher throws strike three, you'll see the
.hurler jump in the air or pump his fist.
Residence Halls
Meal Plans
The sounds of the game are much
Increase $300 per academic year
improved. This year HBO sportscaster Bob
Costas and ESPN baseball analyst Harold
02/03 03/04 04/05
02/03 03/04 04/05
Renyolds provide the play-by-play commen$5100 $5355 $5625
$1900 $2200 $2500
Single
tary.
$3800 $3990 $4190
Double
Batter up!
$3320 $3485 $3660
Triple
The way to play the game has not changed,
and that's a good thing.
Frederick Park A artme.nts
When you are batting, ·you will see the
pitcher's intent of where he wants to throw
Continuing Students
,
New Students
' the ball. You also will see a hitting zone where

Housing problems on 11
of the CSU campuses

the batter can zone in on a pitch. The better
the hitter, the bigger the zone is. ·Most pitchers have a very small zone while sluggers like
Gonzalez and Bonds haye a large hitting
zone.
If you want to hit home runs, you have to
press up and swing at the right time to hit one
out of the park. A badly-timed swing can
result in a pop-fly out.
Pitching is much easier to do. You choose
the location where you want the ball to go,
then you press the appropriate button for the
pitch you want. After that, just hope the batter does not hit it out of the park.
It's outta here
You can play different amounts of games or
just the postseason.
Outside of the regular nine-inning game is ·
a home run derby c;ontest. You can tal<e one
person through a tournament-style format, or
go head-to-head against another player.
The obvious choice here is Bonds, who has
the biggest hitting area in the game. Not even
trying, I us~d Bonds and hit 10 out of the
park, including one clinger that traveled 510
feet. Had I made an effort, 'I probably would
have hit 25 homers.
Even ifyou have the previous versions of the
, gam.e, "Triple Play 2002" is a must buy. ~

The new rates, effective fall 2002, are:

Shared Bedroom
Entire Bedroom

02/03
$260
$500

03/04
$310
$540

04/05
$360
$580

02/03
$300
$500

03/04
$340
$540

04/05
$380
$580

Increase $35 per month per unit for 02/03.

Otter Oops!

Otter Realm phones
News 831.582.4066
Advertising 831.582.4347
Fax 831.582.3505

Not everything can be perfect. Here are a few oops we made in the last edition. Our apologies.
• Page 12, "Person on Campus" Rebecca Macewen is actually Rebecca Unger.
4
• Page 11, "Baseball team workjnz thr~)'qgp losses".BrairiT,aatsch is actua1ly Brim. Laatsch

Otter Realm email
~r~csumb.edu
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Many candidates
for Student Voice
The CSUMB student election is Wednesday,
April 17, 2002, and Thursday, April 18, in
Building 14. Students must have their
CSUMB picture identification to vote. For
information · on the election, log on to
voice.csumb.edu. _

.sruotll1 .,o,ct ELECTIONS

Candidates
(I) denotes incumbent

WEDNESDAY

President
John Charter (I) .Farah Hussain
Vice President
Mac Clemmens Yuri Jimenez
- Public Relatlons Dil'ector
Katie Mutphy
Cory Schmidt (I)
.Residence Hall Senator
Jason Howard
George Nagata
At-large Senator
Kelly Bland
_ Anthony Popovic
Finance Director
Daniel Pangelina
Legislative Director
Josha Crabtree ·
Student Union Representative
Derek Ford
Multicultural Representative
Gabriela Lopez
Events Workgroup Chairperson
Vito Triliglia
Technology Senator·
_ Kenneth Paulino

THURSDAY

11 18
Candidate's statements can be read in the election
conference folder on first .class. Visit the Student Voice
website at voice.csumb.edu for more information·.

Upper-division Housing Senator
Jason Manger
Environmental Senator
Nat Rojwnsathira

~,tivl~tr1
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_-~Kelly Blan!!
Student Voice and Otter Student Union
members are sighing in relief with the pas·
sage of the new Student Voice constitution
and Student Union bylaws.
"I am very pleased that our bylaws passed,'!
said Farah Hussain, senior and Student
Union chair.
"Passing the bylaws was one of the longest .
projects I have worked on at CSUMB. We
started drafting them in May of last year and
continuously reviewed and edited them with
many different students, staff, administrators!
and faculty until about two weeks prior to
the vote," said Hussain.
Students of CSUMB overwhelmingly
approved both documents in a referendum
on March 11 and 12, 2002.
· The constitution passed with 294 votes fo1
and 17 against. The bylaws drew 272 votes in
favor and 33 opposed.
''Very pleased [with the outcome of the ref.
erendum] ,'' said Mac Clemmens, freshman
and Student Voice chief of staff, "I am
encouraged by the overwhelming number of
students that supported it."
More than 300.students voted during the
referendum.
"I was very happy with the outcome,'' said
Maggie Watts, freshman and Student Union·
vice-chair. "I'm glad that the student body
· took interest and voted."
The newly passed constitution and bylaws
can be viewed on the Student Voice Web site
.
1'
at v01ce.cs_
umb.edu. ~!
"fl(~'

Otter Realm Classified

ec~9ttg1

$250 a day potential/barte~ding
Training provided 1-800-293-3938 ext. 221

1i.~S:,1tBi/J@tf1~f l .tlAi1It~biJ ~t2-D{fJt~ff1~
{iJftJ:i! .(g. ~~:ij~ij: ~.tQ:df;JJ£~j

Students approve·.
constitution and
bylaws

~,~t:f}41Jg {ijgqlt~

,

w ·hen it's all said and done ...
it's the food that counts.

a~

Viui·\f1tsity C~1rtre/D

That's Some Seafood! Thaf s Some Pasta!
" •••(her) halibut was perfectly cooked, fresh .... My lingu.ini with clam sauce
was delightful, full offresh clams, sea,.<,Qlled beautifully and served over
perfectly cooked parta. ~ Raymond Napolitano - ('(J{tst Weekly .

S1.1u.1tJ11 M1~ 1,~~@~~
a;:J@• tg,~~QflJm

That's Some Meat! '4Tbe Pork Chops were excellent.•

,t

•· Marl.in Me-rsault - 1he M,mterey Co. llen1'd

That's Some .Italianf Featured in "SUNS:ET" magazine

No-w ••. That's Som~ Restaurant!
-

r - - - - - - -,

Italian Grill Care Protttol Finds sweet sute~s at its Marina locale..
n~veNofdstrand-ea1yorn1an

. . .

REGISTRATION DEADLINE FRIDAY, MAY 3
Formoreinformat1.·cn,.· or.toreq.. u.estsign_l.~ .· geint.cq,.re.ta.'.ionordisability'
acccmmcdations please contact SACD at stu~enLactfvity@CSUMB.Bdu or
582J..J8;4$a,t 1~ qnc ~ pr,or~ t1,i~ ~cbt ·
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Super Crossword
No Contest ,
55 More
ACROSS
minute
1 Spasm
4 Honshu
59 With
metropolis
decorum
9 Pinza or
62 Abound
(with)
Chaliapin .
13 Alice's
64 Actor Ryan
65 Mongrel
restaurant?
18 Aroma
66 Roger
Rabbit, for
20 Jeopardy
one
21 Vivacity
22 Writer
67 "Fool" singer,
Chris
Rogers St.
69 Sailed
Johns
through
23 Start of,a
remark by
71 "Lucky Jim"
134 Across
author 25 Parisian
73 Compass
pronoun
pt.
26 Raj address 74 Go-getter
27- "Gladiator''
77 Part 3 of
remark
extra
28 Stick
79 "The French
Connection"
30 "Glad All - "
name
('64 hit)
32 Lowe or
81 Comic
Charlotte
Morrow
33 Valuable
82 Kuvasz and
komondor
35 Part 2 of
remark
84 Protected
39 Barren area 85 Veto
43 "Under the
86 Fruit-tree
spray
Yum Yum
-"('63film) 88 "~ pro
nobis"
44 Mall event
45 Kimono cum- 89 Adult
merbund
tadpoles
46 Plunder
92 Canvas
cover
47 They may
be personal 95 Forsaken
97 Mobile
49 Donizetti
ditties
homes?
99 Dissolve
53 Male
kangaroo
101 - _Grigio

2

3

5

102 Maestro de
Waart .
·
104 Secular
106 Dion's "Runaround" girl
101 ·Plug
110 Rohmer or
Roberts .
113 Shameless
115 End of
remark
119 Goblet part
120 Mohammed
- Jinnah
121 '_72 Harry
Chapin
hit
122 Buckwheat
dish
126 Defer
129 Shinbone
132 Temporary
calm
134 Speaker of
remark
136 Happening
137 Unmarried
Mme.
138 Macabre
139 Man the bar
140 Brawl
141 Actress
Anna
142 Man of
Malmo
143 John Passos

DOWN
1 Some
turkeys
2 Pastoral
poem _
3 Cold feet

6

7

.

4 Unlock, in
42 Kenton or
90 Submarine
Getz
base?
poesy
48 Adoption
91 Line of
5 Circus
agcy.
clothing?
barker?
50 Incongruous 93 Looked like
6"New
state ·
94 Asset
Yorker''
51 Isolated
96 Palindromic
cartoonist
52 Last word
name
7 Last name
97 Amos or ·
of the
in piracy
year?
Spelling
8 Dismount
54 "Show
98 Jazzman
9 Hum bug?
Boat"
Zoot
10 Let
composer
100 Asian
11 Fusillade
12 Looks like
56 Rely (on)
holiday
Hook?
57 Shoestrings 103 Epic name
13 Lehar's "....:._
58 Promote
in epics
60 Type of
105 Terra Land des
roast
108 Absent
Lachelns"
14 Neighbor of 61 Heavenly - 109 Old
Mont.
hunter
Testament
15 Jawaharlal's 63 Knight's
book
111 It may be
jacket
quaff
16 "Middle68 "There's invisible
Out Tonight" 112 Breaks off
march"
('61 hit)
114 Worked in
author
70 "Moll
Vegas
17 Synagogue
Flanders"
115 Postern and
figure
author
portcullis
19 Competitor
72 Rotisserie
24 Untamed
116 Martini
part
garnish
29 Cereal
spike
74 - Lama ·
117 Yak's turf
31 Nutritional
75 Wish and
118 Jump for
abbr.
wish
joy .
34 Baseball's
76 Fairy-tale
123 Prepare
Cabell
fiend
prunes
36 Beloved
78 Swing a
124 Present
sickle
125 Enthusiastic
37 Blow tor a
80 Student's
127 Jocular Jay
bounder
ordeal
128
Extremities
38 Tours
topper
81 Airport
130 Part of UPI
feature
39 Reggae's
131 From - Z
Marley
83 Mean
133 Ford of
Marquis
football
40 Border on
41 Major- 87 Perch
135 Shoe width

10

8

11

18

12

Marina's Own
Micro-Brewery and Cafe
Open Daily From N.oon

14

15

16

17

Featuring The International Award Winning Ales
from The Hatnpshire Brewery of
Romsey') Hatnpshire, England
Cafe Menu Features:
Fresh, Homemade Soups and Sandwiches,
Fish and Chips, Burgers and More

Happy Hour 4w7 Mon-Fri
~,-·
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$1 Off

Any Pint Of Beer
. (Except Happy Hour)

223 A. Reindollar Avenue, Marina, Ca. 93933
(831) 883-3000

~··':Extra·~Extra-'Extr~ . '~~
~~~~:~1~~~:~'.~?~:~~~t~,~~~'.~~~~:~~]:~;~;~~~~~

~. · .. AIJsfo~ent & Faculty Receive ·..

23

5%0FF

All Grocety Shopping At
Ore\ Market
V\'rth any $··1 0.00 purchase
lv1ust show (SlJ1\1B ID
86

50¢ Off Any One (1)

95

Half Gallon
Bud's Ice Cream

101

Rct;i.ilei.-; D~,m Fti<X\.~ l"il!. rlll.ml>t1rSey-011

r~r.
1~~);.i~~'i:1~i~t1:r/!1t~":t!t~ i~~~~
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120

prn1iihHed . Citi<h "alue l/20~'.. Se.id
r..0<1p1>11 , w fM'.av. l'rnxh C<>mti~ny, Jl<r<
8700.16, El !'ll.s1>, TX B6s,'37·0•>4f, .
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140
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Get creative. • • quickly·
Last call for stories, photos and poems for The Otter Realm contest

11\TT-RAMURALS

UPCOMING EVENTS

The deadline's approaching, so this will be Only electronic copies of writing entries will
"last call."
be accepted:
This is the last Otter Realm scheduled for
Photos-in envelopes with names and
publication before May 1, 2002, which is the phone numbers-can be dropped off at The
. deadline for creative writers, photographers, Otter Realm mail box in Building 86A, or digand poets to submit their entries for The ital copies can be sent to OR@csumb.edu.
There is ·no theme, so be creative. We are
Otter Realm's first student writing, poetry,
looking for originality and creativity.
and photography contest.
Entries will be · judged by the editorial
This may be your last chance to show off
board of The Otter Realm, and the·winner in
your creative sides.
All CSUMB students are invited to submit each category will be pubijshed in the May
one piece in any or each of the categories.
15th edition of the paper.
It could be your chance for immortality as a
Short stories up to 800 words and poems up
to 25 lines are welcome. Entries should be sub- published writer, poet or photographer. So
mitted by email to the paper: OR@csumb.edu. hurry, the deadline is approaching quickly. ~

FLAG FOOTBALL
Saturday; April 20th - 12-2pm
(Wainwright field)

SOFTBALL
Saturday, May 11th- l2-2pm

(Fredericksburg Park)

COME JOIN IN THE FUN!!!

MAKE THE MOST
OF YOUR CREDITS.
Complete your 1,mdergraduate degree at Golden Gate Univen.ity~
• Never worry about getting the classes you need
• Finish quickly by taking das-ses in the evening. on weekends and onHne
• Learn from industry experts and apply

skms e~,en before you graduate

• Transfer scholarships available

Bachelor's Degrees in:
• Business Administration • Computer tntormation Systems

Classes begin· in May, July and September.

World leadership should
include responsibilities
By Tharee Davis
Fast food, Hollywood, bio-tech, hi.:tech,
weapons production and commercial farming are just a few of the successful industries
that create the backbone of California's powerful economy.
The Golden State has helped to set the
tone of world co~erce, several speakers at
on
CSUMB's
recent
Symposium
California's Global Importance noted.
California is a "Krakatoa of innovation,"
according to UC Berkeley Professor Richard
Walker, Director of The California Studies
Center. "Much of the face of corporatization
has been shaped by California's innovation of many aspects of modem industrial practice
and living."
Keith Bovetti, Assistant Secretary of
California Trade and Commerce .said,
"California is home for the most ethnically
diverse area in the U.S. if not the world. Our
multi-cultural community is a powerful foundation for our economic progress."
But the commerce and success brings other
important considerations, the speakers noted.
"Should we, as Californians, hold ourselves responsible for providing the cost and
casualty in the name of progress?" asked Dr. .
Larry Brewster, Dean of the University of San
Francisco. ''Where do we stand when a smartbomb kills a civilian in Afghanistan?"
In li_ght of the state's economic stature,
host Dr. Richard Harris of the Institute for
Global Studies said, ''While CalifoP1ia's tole
in globalization is a benefit to the wo~ld with

its mcreased opportunity of cro~s-boa_rder

I

trade, labor rights and the environment are
sacrificed in other countries."
''America sends its nuclear waste and techtrash to be 'recycled' in China where there are
little ·or no laws protecting environmental or
labor," said Sandy Buffet from the Nautilus
Institute, Director of The California
Cmporate Global Responsibility Project.
"Informing shareholders of companies is a
way to sway the policy and practice disclosure
of corporations." said Buffet.
California's commercial success has not
necessarily equaled social progress or equality.
Dr. Brewster pointed out that not everyone
has caught the rising tide of prosperity.
Pockets of poverty of the state sit like open
sores in the midst of wealthy neighborhoods.
'We tend more to live next to our neighbors
than know them."
According to Andrew Lam ·of the Pacific
News Setvice, "the digital divide" has segregated the ethnic majorities from media conglomerates like · Disney and TimeWarner.
"CNN cannot relate to the cultures of the
Latino or Vietnamese," he said.
Trade Consulate General of / Mexico, '
Bernardo Mendez agreed that Mexicans, like
Californians, share the burden of ethical
problems posed by_globalization. "It's very
important that our educated youth exchange
ideas between our countries to develop
awareness about the socio-economic situation that affects all our lives," Lam said.
Lam concluded by saying, "Perhaps the
solution to the negative aspects of globalization is more about treating other countries as
equal ,players in the global villa~e." ~
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Questions:
/ 1) Does _spring bring
romance to mind?
2) Are you getting
loving this spring?

Matt Fiori, senior, liberal studies
1) Only when 58-cent band is playing.
2) Oh Yeah! A little too much if you ask me!

Ann Wasser, sophomore, ESSP
1) Not really, that sort of thing just happens whenever.
2) No, the only love} get is from my friends.

Tyree Ortiz, freshman, TMAC
1) No say.

Katrice Miller, freshman, TMAC
1) When I think of spring I think of allergies.
2) No loving for Katrice this spring.

Mark Tennis, freshman. Undeclared
1) Yeah, there are a lot more things to do outside, like go to
the beach.
2) Yeah, the loving this spring is in full effect.

Katie Murphy, sophomore, Undeclared
1) Springtime is a great time to be twitterpatter.
2) Yes, I'm in love, but that happened way before
spnng.

Raquel Mehianejia, DC worker
1) I think I do, because of the birds and the bees coming
out of their hiding places.
2) Oh, God, I have a husband. We are planning to
make a special trip this spring.

Garrett Barnicoat sophomore, Global studies
1) Romance ... No. Spring means fog.
2) I think so; my girlfriend is coming to visit me
soon.

Mike Northcott junior, TMAC
1) Yeah because of freedom, and day light savings
time.
2) Yes I am, I have a girlfriend, so yep.

Xaren Miller, sophomore, TAT
l) I can definitely feel that love is in the air.
~) Yeah, I got some love
'

Leigh Corulla
.
1) To a certain point, but not really romance, more
like sex.
2) I'm getting loving this spring.

i ara Stult freshman, MIE
l) I associate spring with flowers. ~) No, I am a born again virgin.

Joy Molano, sophomore, VPA
1) Yeah, because of Bambi.
2) Yes, but he doesn't live around here.

~

2) Sure, yeah.
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Biking the back country of Fort Ord
____B_y Jacquelin_e_G_a_s_se_r_ _ __
During the year of 1997, Baz Luhrman gave
out indispensable advice to graduates:
"Don't forget to wear sunscreen." ·
I didn't follow his words for a weekend of
biking the back country.
Sunburn, pain, and peeling notwithstanding, the big sky country never ceases to
amaze me and my fellow members of the
"Unofficial Otter Bike Club," · time and
again. Biking the back country was uplifting.
. I feel more fit, energetic, and confident than
ever before, and my bike and I are becoming long-term and, hopefully, life-long
friends.
Since we are all beginners, we have been
slowly checking out the lands in teams of
about six people per trip. We go at a snail's
pace, and attempt to make it up the steep
grades while we become acquainted with
our newly purchased bicycles.
This weekend's mission was the land
behind the Department of Defense building, formerly Hays Army Hospital. We
biked from Frederick's Park II to Inter
Garrison Road, took a _right on 8th Avenue,
went to the end of the road, and turned
right onto Gigling. We entered the lower
trail that is blocked off to motorized vehicles.
We went out about ten miles, but even by
the first one, I started getting that feeling
that being on a bike gives-total freedom,
oneness with nature; and burning thighs.
Not a lot seems to matter out there but
the roads, single-tracks, fellow companions,
and natural_inhabitants of the area. The big
pictures of our lives-classes, due dates,
financial ob~igations, children, family, rela-

lMUe

tionships, MLOs, ULRs, LSATs, GREs,
graduate schools, internships, last weekend,
.the coining one-seem less important. This
can give the much needed distance from
our problems that we all need at _times.

'

from · extremely
steep inclines on
the single tracks ob
a 20 to 40 percent
grade, to flat and
paved
roads.
Some of the lessdifficult downhills
were extremely
challenging due to
shifty sand and
unstable ground,
rocks, and fractions of gravel.
When you are a
novice biker, you
just ha~e to keep

going. I i:ealized that the hills are not so bad
after you understand how the gears on your
bike work!
Although the freedom and difficult ridmg
was exhilarating, we couldn't help but
notice all the signs reminding nature enthusiasts that the lands were not swept clean as
of yet. All the 'danger zones' were blocked
off clearly with fences, barbed wire and blatant signs warning you to keep off.
The ghosts of the military are still very
much there. You can see in your mind's eye
the practice battles, training, camping, and
hard-core soldier stuff just by looking out
over the lands. There were watchtowers
every five miles or so where you could picture the Army guards protecting the lands,
ready to shoot anything out of the ordinary.
The Unofficial Otter Bikers spotted no
wild animals up close, but their presence
was everywhere. You could hear the brush
shifting, as if fu.ysterious CFeatures were

watching and following your every move.
We even saw some kind of cat skull, not to
mention ·the amazingly _large vultures circling high in the sky, looking for prey.
There were also brok~n-down buildingsthe kind you see after large earthquakes-~d
others that had heavy sets of ammunition
holes all over. We even saw large machinegun hideouts hidden in the sand.
Luckily there is much to see i~ the back
country, regardless of your expertise on a
bicycle. There is an abundant amount of
land available for CSUMB students and
community members to enjoy while still
obeying the Bureau of Land Management's
guidelines and respecting the struggling
ecosystem. Just make sure to purchase a helmet and sunscreen first, or you could be .an
unwal).ted lobster the next day, or worse!
For further information about the Unofficial
Otter Bike Club, or bike questions in general, you
can email jacqueline_gassert@csumb.edu ~ ·

Q
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Survey'says
OSU c·onducts
,. survey of students

April 17, 2002

Survey finds preferred options
140

120

100

By Kelly Bland
The results are in. CSUMB students were
recently given a ch;mce to contribute ideas
on- student fees paying for an Otter
Student Union Building. Those completing the survey said they support such a fee
increase by a margin of more than 4-1.
[;
The OSU, a non-profit studen:t organi'{ 'zation, gives the students the opportunity
to work in a business setting that provides
9. services for the CSUMB community. An
,i amenity the OSU currently operates is the
Black Box Cabaret.
.~
The survey, which was available in the
!< Dinning Commons at the beginning of
b March, asked students how they would
feel if there was a Student Union fee
-f mcrease
"We got student backing and support for
..g a project that- uses the students money,"
said Melissa Schultz, committee member
and a freshman.
Of over a hundred responses, 82% of
students support a fee increase, while 18%
r of students disapprove ·a fee increase.
According to the survey, 86% of students
support a steady increase, whereas 14%
would rather pay a large increase all at
once.
If OSU decides to increase fees, they
would have to go to referendum and the
students have to vote on it. Fees cannot be
changed without student consent.
"With the help of students, we can make
this school for their benefit. I am hoping
that students agree with the results and
help the student union get these activities
for them," said Michele Emley an
Operations and Planning committee
member.
Discussion of a student union building
at CSUMB encouraged Farah Hussian,
OSU Chair and a senior, to acquire stu~
dent input. Operations and Planning committee picked up the responsibility for student feedback. Members conducted the
survey.
"The survey was essentially ,used to get
people interested and determine how
much of an increase the students would
support," said Derek Ford, a freshman and
committee chair for Operations and
Planning.
To increase participation, Ford and
Emley went o'n "a' d~oMoc-door ca'mpaign
in. the residertce 'h'alls aM with other<coin- '

80
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40
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0

mittee members also manned an informational t~ble during the Student Voice referendum.
"With surveys, we can find a clear and
fair way to see . student's opinions," said
Emley.
The OSU survey went beyond a~king
about money. .Jt gave students a chance to
say what they wanted in a Student Union
building.
The most popular business students
chose were social gathering areas, media
(television, video; and radio), food services, pool hall, and a bowling alley. Not
so' much support went to ideas like commuter amenities (lockers), conference and
events services, and multicultural programs.
"Gauging student interest is an ongoing
thing, if will never be over," said Ford.
Students are encouraged to become
involved with ·the OSU beyond filling out
a survey and attending OSU meetings.
Surveys are still available in the Dining
Commons and Student Center for students to fill out. Student Union board
meetings are every Wednesday in the
University Center at 5pm.
More information on the OSU can be
found on their newly renovated Web site
http:/ /voice.csumb.edu/osu. If you have
al1Y 9.l¼estions or,coµcems regarding the survey; email Derek Fbrcf !via 'First Class'. ~ '
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Police Blotter
lARCENY-THEFT
INCIDENT
Suspicious Circumstances
Bicycle Theft (Petty)
APR 1 2002-Monday at 11 :00
APR 3 2002-Wednesday at 16:20
Location: FREDERICK PARK 2
Location: 201/RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: OFFICER RESPONDED TO
Summary: OFFICERS RESPONDED TO
REPORT OF UNKNOWN DRIVER FOLLOW- REPORT OF STOLEN BICYCLE.
ING SUBJECT HOME.
INCIDENT
INCIDENT
Assistance To Another Police Department
Assistance To Another Police Department APR 3 2002-Wednesday at 17:10
APR 1 2002-Monday at 20:10
Location: RESERVATION ROAD
Location: OFF CAMPUS
Summary: OFFICER ASSISTED MARINA
LOCATIONS
PUBLIC SAFETY ON REPORT OF PEACE
.
Summary: OFFICERS ASSISTED MARINA • DISTURBANCE.
PUBLIC SAFETY ON POSSIBLE BARRIVC VIOlATION
CADED SUBJECT. SUBJECTTAKEN INTO
Ta ill amps On Motor Vehicles
CUSTODY FOR PAROLE VIOLATION.
APR 3 2002-Wednesday at 21 :35
INCIDENT
Location: FOURTH AVENUE
Noise Complaint
Summary: OFFICERS CITED DRIVER FOR
APR 1 2002-Monday at 21 :25
DRIVING WITH NONFUNCTIONING
Location: FREDERICK PARK 1
TAILLAMPS.
Summary: OFFICER RESPONDED TO COMBURGlARY
PLAINT OF LOUD LIVE MUSIC. CONTACTED Unlawful Entry - No Force
SUBJECT, ENDED PRACTICE SESSION.
APR 4 2002-Thursday at 09:10
INCIDENT
Location: OFF CAMPUS LOCATIONS
Noise Complaint
Summary: OFFICER ARRESTED SUBJECTS
FOR BURGLARY.
.
APR 2 2002-Tuesday at 15:00
Location: FREDERICK PARK 1
INCIDENT/AlARM Intrusion/Burglary
·
Summary: OFFICER RESPONDED TO COM- · Alarm
PLAINT Of LOUD LIVE MUSIC. RESIDENAPR 4 2002-Thursday at 16:00
TIAL LIFE ON SCENE AND HANDLING
Location: 45/CLASSROOMS-LAB
_UPON OFFICER ARRIVAL.
Summary: OFFICER RESPONDED TO
VC VIOlATION
REPORT OF DOG LOOSE IN BUILDING.
Skateboarding or Rollerskating
UNABLE TO LOCATE.
on Campus
·
OBSCENE PHONE CALLS
APR 2 2002-Tuesday at 17:05
Obscene/Annoying/Threatening Phone
Location: 203/RESIDENCE HALL
Call
Summary: OFFICER ADVISED SKATEAPR 4 2002-Thursday at 18:00
BOARDERS TO LEAVE AREA.
Location: !u3/RESIDENCE HALL
INCIDENT
Summary: OFFICERS RESPONDED TO
Assistance To Another Police Department REPORT OF HARASSING PHONE CALLS.
APR 2 2002-Tuesday at 22:12
INCIDENT
Location: RESERVATION ROAD
Suspicious Group
Summary:.OFFICER ASSISTED MARINA
APR 5 2002-Friday at 00:40
· PUBLIC SAFETY. SUBJECTTAKEN INTO
Location: 206/RESIDENCE HALL
CUSTODY.
Summary: OFFICERS RESPONDED TO

REPORT OF LOUD SUBJECTS IN PARKING
LOT. CROWD DISPERSED PRIOR TO
ARRIVAL.
INCIDENT
Party
APR 5 2002-Friday at 02:00
Location: FREDERICK PARK 2
Summary: OFFICERS RESPONDED TO
REPORT OF LOUD PARTY. NO PARTY
NOTED. RA CONTACTED RESIDENT.
CLEARED.
INCIDENT
Sex/Narcotics Registration
APR 5 2002-Friday at 13:00
Location: UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPT.
Summary: SUBJECT CONTACTED OFFICER
TO REGISTER AS OUT-OF-STATE PROBATION SUBJECT.
SERVICE
Other Vehicle Assist
APR 5 2002-Friday at 18:34
Location: HIGHWAY ONE
Summary: OFFICERS ASSISTED WITtl DISABLED VEHICLE. FRIEND WAS CALLED -TO
COME AND HELP
INCIDENT
Suspicious Person
APR 5 2002-Friday at 20:35
Location: PARKING LOT 28
Summary: OFFICERS INVESTIGATED
REPORT OF POSSIBLE PUBLIC DRUNKENESS. UNFOUNDED.
INCIDENT
Animal Control
APR 5 2002-Friday at 21 :00
Location: INTERGARRISON ROAD
Summary: O_FFICERS REMOVED DEAD
RACOON FROM ROADWAY.
INCIDENT
Verbal Dispute Or Argument
APR 5.2002-Friday at 23:18
Location: FREDERICK PARK 2
Summary: OFFICERS RESPONDED TO
REPORT OF VERBAL DOMESTIC DISPUTE.
REPORT TAKEN AS MATIER OF .RECORD.
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Panel poinJs to media
s~ortfalls in war coverage
_ _ _ __ By Wayne Lile
Students flowed into the TAT building on
the CSUMB campus to participate in a
Global Wake Up Call: The Media at War.
The show, being fed live over the Internet,
w~s to be a critical critique of the current
state of the news media in America. While it
fulfilled it's intended purpose of informing
the audience . of the general grievances
imposed against the media, the program did
little to offer possible solution to the infor-.
mation
cns1s.
On the panel for the April 4, 2002 event
were David Cook, a DJ and journalist from
Oakland; Marc Herold, a University of New
Hampshire professor of economics and gender studies; and Sunil Sharma, the founder
and editor of the Dissident Voice News
Service.
"The country has become like a football
team," said Cook
But Cook warned this fervor is not necessarily the result of true patriotic intentions.
"The coverage of the terrorist attacks and the
coverage of the war in general has been
extremely one sided," said Cook
"Some brothers were like, 'Yo, I love this
country,' while others were like, this is crazy."
According to Cook, the rapid consolida~ · n of the media has changed the decision
' abits of editors'. Selecting news because it is
newsworthy has given way to news selection
based on money-making potential. Cook
likens these decisions to "plucking an emotional chord."
Herold, speaking for the first time that
evening, quickly concurred with Cook's
comment's.
During the first three days of the U.S.
offensive in Afghanistan, all the fixed targets
in the region of operation were eliminated.
By the end of October the number of targets
of opportunity had dwindled.
"In November," said Herold, "160 privately-owned fuel trucks were attacked, as
well as 210 cars, and all of the targets were
moving."
According to Herold, this was a clear shift
in military strategy. With all the fixed targets
accounted for, this meant the new "targets of
-opportunity were anything moving on the
street."
"Between my access through the wire service and the news I found on the Internet,"
said Herold, "there is no doubt there is more
information available then what the U.S.
media airs."
•I '
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Shanna's comments. Within hours of the
attacks in New York and Washington, the
U.S. government began to round up people
of Arab descent. For a time, the news actually reported the number of people being
detained by the U.S. government.
Of the nearly 1,200 people detained, most
were detained for visa infractions. "These
people were detained because they were
going to school, or working or living in the
U.S.- in violation of their visas," said Sharma.
Also, according to Sharma, there is a small
number of detainee' s who are being held by
the state department.
On November 8, the news stopped issuing
"public tallies" and according to Sharma,
"the exact number of detainees is unknown."
"As of right now," said Sharma, "only two
people, Zacharia Moussaui and a top level _
Taliban official, have been formally charged
with a crime."
The big question at the campus event didn't concern what wasn't airing on the
evening news so much as who was dictating
what would be there.
"The news after 9/11 was whitewashed,"
. said Cook, "There was an absence of hard
questions."
The panelists agreed, the news has been
dictated by the U.S. government.
With the lack of hard questions, top U.S.
officials have avoided questions potentially
damaging to the U.S. war effort.
"The single biggest obstacle faced by the
· administration during the Vietnam War,"
said Herold, "was the damaging effect the
press had on the war effort."
Attorney General John Ashcroft and
Defense ~ecretary Donald Rumsfeld have
played masterful roles tn avoiding the tough r
answers. Both politicians are veterans and
adept to fielding the questions posed to
them during interviews and press conferences. ''Ashcroft sets the tone," said Cook,
"he knows the lay of the land and the information he offers is painted only in one
color."
Much was said during the evening, but little was resolved. Le_ft to air were ppssible
solutions to the misinformation campaign
being . run by the govern..inent. As Herold
said early in the program, "the further away
journalists are from the 'Hall of Power', the ·
more critical they are."
With this in mind, Herold was asked after
the taping what solutions he would tuggest
to improve the media's coverage of thew~
effort in Afghanistan.
"Om: media shpuld ha~e the ,dj~ei;sity of,
~the Em:op.ean, ~e?i~," :he s_ai,cl. ~ _-

_,s~i,
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Wha 'sUp!
at CSU Monterey Bay
Cost: Free
For More Information: Please
contact Alison Geitner at
831-582-3766

Welcome to ''What's Up!" This listing of events lets CSUMB students know what's going on
on campus. Find out about great activities like when the shuttle heads to downtown Monterey,
what movies are showing at the World Theater, and what music group is coming to campus.
You can find ''What's Up" on General News and in the Events folder, both are located in
The Source, and on our web sitehttp://csumb.edu/events every Friday afternoon. You can also
have it e-mailed to your mailbox - just e-mail Joan Weiner and ask to receive ''What's Up"
every Friday.
''What's Up" is geared toward CSUMB students, although it contains useful information
for staff and faculty as well. To publicize an event on ''What's Up," simply fill out a publicity
intakt form from the University Advancement conference folder and send it intercampus mail
to 86A or e-mail it to Joan Weiner on FirstClass. If you need disability or interpreter accommodations to attend these events, please promptly contact the sponsors of the event.
Every ·Saturday
What: Free Shuttle to

after the hour. Return to lot.
#12 on the hour. Last shuttle
leaves Doubletree at 9:40 pm.
For more information: Please
contact SACD at 831-582-3845

Monterey
When: 4pm-2am
. Where: Starting at 4 pm shuttle
leaves lot #12 every hour on
the hour. Arrive at Gettysburg
shuttle stop at 6 minutes past
the hour, arrive Princeton shuttle stop at 11 minutes past the
hour, arrive Doubletree at 31
minutes after the hour and
leave Doubletree 45 minutes
after the hour. Return to lot
#12 on the hour. Last shuttle
leaves Doubletree at 2 am.
For more information: Please
contact SACD at 831-582-3845

Every Wednesday
What: Piecemakers ~ting

Group
When: Noon
Where: Black Box Cabaret
Cost: Free
For more information: Please
contact Lynda Haddox at
831-582-41-18
Every Wednesday
What: Intramural Basketball
When: 6-8pm
Where: Otter Sports center
For more information: Please
contact Amber Magner at
831-582-4646

Every Monday
What: Student Voice

meeting
All members of the campus
' community are invited to
attend.
When: 12:30-1 :45pm
Where: University Center (or
see the Student Voice conference folder for changes in location.)
For more information: Please
contact Cory Schmidt via
FirstClass

Every Second Wednesday
What: Teacher Credential

Meeting
When: 5 pm
Where: Building 3
Cost: Free
For more information: Please
contact Lydia S. Martinez at
831-582-3638
Every Thur,sday
What: Chat the Movies
When: 7 pm _
Where: Student Center
·cost: Free
For more information: Please
contact Paul Strudwick via
FirstClass

Every Monday
What: Intramural Volleyball
When: 6-8pm
Where: Otter Sports Center
For more information: Please
contact Amber Magner at
831-582-4646
Every J;iiesday
What: Free Shuttle to

Every Friday
What: Intramural Disc Golf
When: Noon
Where: Disc Golf Course
Cost: Free
For more information: Please
contact Amber Magner at
831-582-4646

Farmers Market
When: 4pm-10pm
Where: Starting at 4 pm shuttle
leaves lot #12 every hour on
the hour. Arrive at Gettysburg
shuttle stop at 6 minutes past
the hour, arrive Princeton shuttle stop at 11 minutes past the
hour, arrive Doubletree at 31
minutes aftei th@ hour and , ·
t t l
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Every Friday
, What: Intramural Indoor
I
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Thursday, April 18
What: WCAD Guest Speaker

Series: Dr. Joan Smith
&om the Melvin Smith
Learning Center

Every Friday
What: Otter Christian

Fellowship Bible Study
When: 7-9pm
Where: Building 18, Room 120
Cost: Free
For more information: Please
contact David Hensler via
FirstClass

When: 5-7pm
Where: Building 18, Room 131
Cost: Free
For More Information: Please
contact Irene Steffen at
'831-633-2274

Wednesday, April 17
What: Campus Planning &

Friday, April 19
What: Children's Theater

Festival

Development Open
· House Celebration

When: 7:30 pm
Where: World Theater, Bldg 29
Cost: $8 for community members; $5 for CSUMB students,
staff, faculty as well as seniors
and children 12 and under
For More Information: Please
contact Shannon Edwards at
831-582-4261
Tickets: Box Office at
831-582-4580

When: J-5pm
Where: Building 84A
Cost: Free
For More Information: Please
contact Joyce Christian at
831-582-3709
Wednesday, April 17
What: Dedication of Point

Lobos Mural
When: 10:30 am
Where: University Center
Cost: Free
For More Information: Please
contact Amy Lauder at
831-582-3595

Saturday, April 20
What: Flag Football
WHen: Noon-2pm
Where: Wainwright Field
·Cost: .Free
For More Information: Please
contact Amber Magner at
831-582-4646

Thursday, April 18
- What: World Theater Movie

''Kate and Leopold" .
'When: 10 pm-midnight
Where: World Theater
Cost: Free
For More Information: Please
contact the RHA Office at
831-582-3815

Saturday, April 20
What: Children's Theater

Festival
When: 10:30am, 2:30 &
7:30pm
Where: World Theater, Bldg 29
Cost: $8 for community
members; $5 for CSUMB students, staff, faculty as well as
seniors and children 12 and
under
For More Information: Please
contact Shannon Edwards at
831 582-4261

Thursday, April 18
What: Visiting Artist Lecture

Series: Presentation and
lecture by Candida
Alvarez
When: 6 pm

. • t. •• ' . •, J.,/,
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Festival
When: 7:30 pm
Where: World Theater, Bldg 29
Cost: $8 for community members; $5 for CSUMB students,
staff, faculty as well as seniors
and children '12 and under·
For More Information: Please
contact Shannon Edwards at
831-582-4261
Tickets: Box Office at
831-582-4580

When: 6-8pm
Where: Otter Sports Center
Cost: Free
For more information: Please
contact Amber Magner at
831-582-4646
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Thursday, April 18
What: Children's Theater
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Tickets: Box Office at
831-582-4580

contact Student Voice at
831-582-4725

Sunday, April ·21
What: Children's TI1eater

Thursday, April 25
What: Fifth Annual

Festival
When: 2:30 pm
Where: World Theater, Bldg 29
Cost: $8 for community members:$5 for CSUMB students,
staff, faculty as well as seniors
and children 12 and under
For More Information: Please
contact Shannon Edwards at
831-582-4261
Tickets: Box Office at
831-582-4580
Monday, April 22
What: Leon Panetta 2002

Lecture Series;
'Governing in Crisis;
The Role of War, Money
and Politics:
ABC chief congressional analyst and co-anchor, Cob~
Roberts, and political analyst
Norman Ornstein
When: 8 pm
Where: Monterey Conference
Center, Steinbeck F~rum
Cost: Limited standby tickets
For More Information: Please
contact the Panetta Institute at
831-582-4200

Celebration of
Community Honoring
Distinguished Fellows
When: 6 pm
Where: University Center
·cost: $150 per ticket
For More Information: Please
call 831-582-4141
Thursday, April 25
What: Music For Mumia
When: 7:30-ll:30pm
Where: Black Box Cabaret
Cost: $3 donation at door
For More Information: Please
contact Katherine Murphy at
831-582-0155
Thursday, April 25
What: World Theater Movie
"Oceans 11"
When: lOpm-midnight
Where: Word Theater ·
Cost: Free
For More Information: Please
contact the RHA Office at
831-582-3815
Friday, April 26
What: Senior Scholai;

Celebration
Tuesday, April 23
What: 2002-03 campus-wide

budget presentation
When: 8:30 am -12:30 pm
Where: University Center
Cost: Free
For More Information: Please
contact Steve Lopes at
831-582-5042
Wednesday, April 24
What: Lula Washington

Dance Theater
When: 8-lOpm
Where: World Theater
Cost: $20 general public; $15
discount and groups (CSU faculty and staff, Fort Ord and
. CSU alumni associations, military, seniors (55 and older) I.D. required: $5 CSUMB
Students (limit two per student)
For More Information: Please
contact World Theater Box
Office at 831-582-4580
Wednesday, April 24
What: Student Voice

Budget Hearings
When: 12:15-1:50pm
Where: Media Leaming
Complex, Room 118
Cost: Free
For More Information: Please

When: 7 pm
Where: University Center
Cost: Free
For More Information: Please
contact Jose Aguilera at
831-528-3659 or Sam Pacheco
at 831-582-3958
Friday, April 26
What: Spring Formal
When: 7:30-llpm
Where: Monterey Bay
Aquarium
Cost: $20 for CSUMB faculty,
staff, and students (ID
required)
Tickets on sale at the World
Theater. No tickets will be sold
at the door.
For More Information: Please
contact Student Voice
Workgroup at 831-582-4261

What's Up for Students
was brought to you by:
El Cid Rojas
News and Public
Information Intern

If you would like an event
posted in What's Up,
please contact El Cid Rojas
at 831-582-395.5
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An Otter Realm public service project:

Searching for the best restroom on campus
·By Wayne Lile and Chanelle Raboteau

"Brilliant gold taps, virginal
white marble, a seat carved from .
ebony, a cistern full of Chanel
number five, and a flunky hand.ing me pieces of raw silk toilet
roll. But under the circumstances, I'll settle for anywhere."
-Trainspotting
Everyone does it. Women
just seem t0 need to do it
more often, and so their
restrooms tend to be
more appealing to the
eye. But ,there are a
few things that every
restroom needs so
that the toilet experience is as pleasant as
possible.
In fact, there are a
few things you should
demand when you're
seeking out the perfect spot to squat.
Toilet paper is a·
must. There is nothing
worse then sitting down.
to a peaceful moment only
to discover the proper implements are missing.
Smell is also important. The better
the aroma, the better the experience. If
you walk into a bathroom and feel as
though you've entered a sewage treatment plant, then chances are you need to
look for alternative facilities.
But requirement number one, the
most important item to consider when
selecting the stall of your dreanis, you
shouldn't be able to skin surf in the bathroom.
With these requirements in mind, the
Otter Realm's investigative reporters set
out to search for the best pois on campus...:..and the worst. It wasn't a scientific
search, but it wasn't always done in emergency conditions either. Here, then, are
the findings:
.

The average restroom
Hers:
On the·average, you're hoping to find a
restroom like those in the University
Center. As well-traveled as they are,
they are kept incredibly clean. It would
be nice if students, staff and faculty
could find all the restrooms on campus
in such conditions. The numerous stalls

here also diminish long lines, which can
be found in other buildings around
campus.
His:
Most ·of the men's rooms on campus
can fill the bill as average. Generally
they are located ·in areas with little to no
foot traffic: But the men's bathroom in
the University Center comes to mind in
particular. It does take an extreme
amount of foot traffic, but somehow
the bathroom remains relatively clean.
This bathroom isn't suggested as a place
to hang your hat first thing in the morning, but for emergency purposes it will
,suffiFe. , ,
) _1

The worst on campus

Hers:
·
Is it an earthquake? Those working in
offices around Buildings 84C and 86A
have experienced the ground-shaking
experience that comes with flushing the
toilet. Small and dark also might play a ·
role in the fact that these brown-hued
restrooms are the worst on campus.
His: ·
There are two areas with latrines that
come_ readily to mind here. The
men's bathroom in the MLC
and the bathroom in the
pining
Commons.
Unlil<e their counterpart
in the - University
Center, these bath.rooms fail miserably
to the human traffic
they are exposed to
on a daily basis. · On
any given day a squatter might encounter
wet floors, or find the
toilet paper missing
. when it's too late to
leave, or find a stench
to beat all stenches.
Worst of all is the feeling of rubber
being burned
off the soles of
your shoes as you
stand near the urinals. These bathrooms are definitely
places to avoid at all
costs. If the urge hits
you, do yourself a
favor and walk
over to the
Student
Center, or
just
go
home.

•

And the best
Hers:
The nice mixture of sparkling chrome
and well-placed, brick-colored tile add a
touch of class to Building ·47. The firstfloor restroom is an especially important
addition to the one-stop shop, where
many students, staff, and faculty spend a
lot of their time. And though there are
only two stalls, a wait is worth it.
His:
Do you really think we're going to reveal
one of our best-kept secrets to you?
Right! While you're avoiding the pits in
the DC and the MLC, we'll have a
relaxed reporter sitting on the pearly
commodes of the language lab ... oops,
disregard that. We meant to say, ahh,
the bathroom on the first floor of the
Campus Center. And good luck! ?
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Ten feet at seventeen seconds, Monter_ey Bay beach break.
By Matt Parker
were when I first got here," said CSUMB student Chris Gaskell. ''With uncrowded swf so
Imagine rising before the sun, driving up the accessible I can't believe how big of a 'deal this
·
coast with three of your friends, boards on top, all is."
coffee in hand, in search of clean, empty sur£
If there · is a positive side to localism,
You pull up to a parking lot to find every besides keeping the crowds to a minimum, it
surfer's dream; waves six to eight feet high, light is that locals are the people who care the most
offshore winds, and nobody out there. For a about their home spot and, · therefore, will
take care of it the best. "Each area has -its own
surfer it's like finding the fountain of youth.
As you scatter out of the car to .pull bn rich history. This area is no different than any
your wetsuits, a group of other swfers inform other community. There are so many guys
you that if you expect your car to remain in around here that charge [quality waves] and
the same condition as it is, you shouldn't swf surf for no other reason than it fulfills their
"their beach."
souls. But you usually find that the more
This is what the collective beach commu- respect you give, the more you get back," said
nities have labeled localism. You can call it CSUMB senior Adam Bumgardner.
harassment, vandalism, or intimidation. But
At most localized beaches there is a definite
localism is a complex issue with roots deep in - hierarchy, where the oldest teach the
surfing subculture, reflecting all of these defi- youngest unwritten laws of the ocean. Surfing
is a sport with no rule book, and without
nitions and more.
This is a common scenario that is played rules you have anarchy. Locals, ·in a way, are
like a broken record all over the Monterey the peace keepers of the sport (when they're
Bay. With CSUMB's enrollment steadily not busy threatening the non-locals).
'We dop't want what happened with UCSC
increasing, the relationship between the surfil)_g population on Mon terey Bay and stude_nts in Santa Cruz to happen here," said
C SUMB surfers can only get worse.
one local referring to infamous battles between
One surfer who arrived here in 1998 said UCSC surfers and the Santa Cruz surfing comhe couldn't believe how empty the swf was. munity, "Steamer Lane looks more like an LA
But when he went to certain beaches, instead freeway than a surf spot."
of smiles he was greeted with icy stares and
But if you follow a few simple guidelines,
the words, "Beat it, kook!"
there should be a minimum of hassle:
¥Jhe local surfing population is so small
1) Know your ability. Don't paddle out at a
that the locals _from the middle of the Bay all spot ~at can push you past your ability to
the way do~ to Big Sur know each other. .. swim to shore if necessary
and they don't know you.
2) A surfer closest to the peak, or breaking
"I couldn't believe how big dicks ille locals part 'o f the wave, has the_right of way.

3) Do your best to stay out of the way of the
surfer riding.the wave.
·
4) If you do come acros·s a crowded lineup,
walk down the beach and find your own waves.
Don't add any tension that is not needed.
5) If you are surfing a notorious spot try to
remain discrete. Let your surfing do the talking.
6) If you pull up to a spot with eight local
surfers packed in a van, and you have
CSUMB stickers on your windows and a
parkii:ig pass on you -rearview mirror, don't
expect them to roll out the welcome mat.
7) Help other swfers.
8) It never hurts to smile.
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In my 10 years of surfing I have
found only three truths:
• For' every mean local in the water, there are
three smiling surfers, wet ahd stoked.
• Nothing can replace strong ocean knowledge, wanton need for exploration, and the
stoke . of getting barreled for four hours
straight with nobody but your friends.
• In a world of instant gratification, surfing is
the only thing that keeps me sane. ~

Loran Sharp on the kind ofday you dream about - sunny with justyourfriends.

